Daisy Farm Crafts
Mesh Stitch Colorful Half Stripe Blanket

Pattern by Tiffany Brown
MATERIALS
Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic, 170 g/6 oz, 288 m/315 yds)
4 skeins White, 1 skein each Light Country Blue, Country Blue, Dark Country Blue, Gold, Heather Grey
Size H/5.00mm hook, scissors, tapestry needle
Optional Link to YouTube Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/6Y1HY68Ukyg
SIZE
Finished size 28 in x 31 in
STITCHES
Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two
loops.
Half Double Crochet (HDC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through all
three loops.
Half Double Slip Stitch (HDSS): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop and pull directly through
two loops on hook.

Slip Stitch (SL ST): Insert your hook, YO, pull up a loop and pull directly through loop on hook.
PATTERN
COLOR SEQUENCE: Color A: Country Blue; Color B: Gold, Color C: Light Country Blue, Color D:
Dark Country Blue, Color E: Heather Grey
Chain 110 in White.
Row 1: Begin in the second chain from the hook. Single Crochet (SC), *Chain 1 (CH), skip (SK) the next
CH and SC into the next. Repeat from * across the row. CH 1 and turn.
Rows 2 - 6: SC into SC from the row below, *CH 1, SK the next CH, SC into the next SC. Repeat from *
across the row, CH 1 and turn.
(This repeated sequence is called the MESH STITCH and will be repeated throughout the rest of the
blanket. What follows is the color changing instructions.)
Row 7: Work the mesh stitch until the 10th SC. In the 10th SC, pull through with Color A, CH 1 with
new color, work Mesh Stitch across the next 18 SC, leaving the white behind to be picked up on the return
pass. In the 18th SC, pull through with Color B, CH 1 with new color, leave color A behind, and work the
Mesh Stitch across the next 18 SC. In the 18th SC, pull through with White (use a new skein). Work the
Mesh Stitch to the end of the row, (there will be 9 SC's) Ch 1 and turn.
For the rest of the blanket continue with the mesh stitch and working the color changes as and row counts
according to the graph below.

BORDER
Round 1: After completing the last row of the blanket, don't turn. Work 2 more SC into the last st. CH 1
and begin working the Mesh Stitch around 3 sides of the blanket, working one SC into the side of one row,
and 1 CH across the side of the next row. End with 1 SC in the 4th corner.
Side 1: Do not turn, CH 12. In the 3rd chain from the hook, work 1 HDC.
Tip: for the best looking result, work under both loops of the chain, not just the top loop.
HDC into each of the chain spaces. SL ST to the next st. *Turn and work HDSS into each of the next 10
HDC. CH 1 and turn. HDSS into each stitch (10), SL ST into the next 2 stitches on the blanket. Repeat
from * working down the side.
Tip: if your border is rippling and ruffling, add more slip stitches in between each row of HDSS. If the opposite
is happening and the blanket is rippling, decrease the number of slip stitches.
Side 2: Work Side one to the middle stitch of the corner and substitute the CH 1 and turn with a CH 12.
You will start side 2 on the very outside edge of the border, not next to the blanket. Rotate the blanket so
that you are working up the next side. In the 3rd chain from the hook, work 1 HDC. HDC into each of the
next 10 chain spaces. SL ST to the next st on the blanket. *Turn and work HDSS into each of the next 10
HDC. CH 1 and turn. HDSS into each stitch (10) SL ST into the next 2 stitches. Repeat from * working
down the side.
Repeat the instructions for Side 2 for Side 3 and 4. When you've returned to the starting side, SL ST and
cut.
Weave in all the ends.
xo, Tiffany
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